Frank (George Clooney) Himself

Casey (Britt Robertson) Herself

“Hello, I’m Frank, and I’m going to tell you another story about the future that seems to be scary again and sort of funny.
In this story, this story is about...”Casey interrupts, “I think you should leave off from...” Frank jumps in, “I can’t tell the
story if your interrupting me!” Casey replies, “I think it would be more exciting if you begin with what happens after
you drop Athena.” “Okay,” says Frank.
Story
After Frank drops Athena (Raffey Cassidy) , she unlocks the code, opens the door, drops the code on the ground,
and then explodes.
When all the people come to celebrate,Casey says,“Wow, we did it!” “Yes we did!” Frank says. The code is on the
ground between them. Frank asks, “What was that?” “I don’t know,” she says as she picks the code up. Then the code
turns over by itself. Athena appears on the screen. She asks, her voice quiverying, “ Ccccasey, is that you?” Casey smiles.
“I said, what was that?” Frank asks again. “I think Athena is right here,” she told him. “But she's gone,” he said. “No she's
not,” she explains.” What do you mean?” he asks. “Look!” Casey shows him. “Ffffrrrrank, is that you?” Athena asks again
in a quivering voice. “Yup!” he says. “Thanks, but here's the problem. The world is in danger. The cops are coming to
Tomorrowland and to the real world. We need help to save the world and Tomorrowland. I need someone who can take
me to the real world.” “I can take you there,” Casey says. “There they are now!” Athena warns her. They turn around and
see the cops holding a laser. The cops say, “Don’t move!” “Casey, take Athena to the space station. I'll take care of the
cops,” Frank says. “You got it,” Casey says. Casey tries to get away from the cops. Then, she finds a small rocket and
places the code on the rocket. As Casey is doing this, Athena says, “I’m going to get help and you try to get out of here.”
Casey says, “But I...” Athena interrupts. “Just go!” Athena warns her. Casey presses the launch button. Then, the rocket
launches into space. The cops grab her. A cop says, “I think we lost her. I need some volunteers.” So a few cops raise their
hands. They put on their clone trooper suits, get in their spaceship, and launch into space.
Frank Himself

Casey Herself

Casey : “Is that it is that the end of the story?” Frank : “Well, I think we should.”Casey :”Can we please keep on going with
my story?” Frank: “Well, all right.”
Story
Two and one-half years later, in Richmond Virginia, seventeen year old Michael de Groot, is asleep one morning.
The alarm clock goes off. Michael wakes up and turns off the alarm. He says, “Hooray! Rexey, my day has finally come
true, today! Sorry about this old calendar. (Michael rips down the old calendar and puts up a new one.) Today is the
interest meeting for the Disneyland Parks!” “Roar?” Rexey begged. “Oh,Rexey, my pet robot, my friends are willing to
come with me to the interest meeting for Disneyland Parks, too! I'm ready! In motion!” he says with excitement. So
Michael starts to breathe slowly, takes a shower, puts his clothes on, and brushes his teeth. Then, Michael is all ready to
go. “Perhaps, I look handsome like the first day of school and picture day!” Then he goes down stairs and eats breakfast.
Michael says, “Good Morning, Mom and Dad!” Then, the dad (Peter de Groot) and the mom (Lisa de Groot) say, “Good
Morning Michael!” “Where are you going, Dad?” Michael asks. “I'm going to work. I'll see you later,” the dad says. “Bye!”
Michael says. Mom says, “Well Michael. Looks like it's just you and me today.” “Okay, but first I'm going to check on my
neighbor, Josh, to see if he can come to school with me.” “All right,” the mom says. So Michael goes over to see his
neighbor, Josh. He rings the door bell. Then Josh opens the door and says, “Hello?” “Good morning Josh, guess what?!”
Michael exclaims. “What?” Josh asks. “Today is the interest meeting for Disneyland Parks. Do you want to come?”
Michael asks. Josh says, “Sure!” Michael and Josh get in the car and go to Deep Run High School.

When Michael and Josh arrive at school, the mom says,“Well, have fun at school!” “Good bye!” they say. They
begin walking to school and meet Michael's friend, Barrett. He says, “Hey Michael!” “Hi Barrett, are you excited for the
interest meeting?” Michael asks. “Sure!” Barrett says. Then Michael's other friend, Matthew, came over and says, “Good
morning Michael!” “Good Morning, Matthew, are you excited for the interest meeting too?” Michael asks. “Yes, I am!”
Matthew says. So Michael, Josh, Barrett, and Matthew go to their classes.
When they get to their first class, first they do science. The science teacher says, “Now today we are going to talk
about sci-fi. Do you know what that means?” So Michael raises his hand. But Barrett raised his hand first. Then the
science teacher looks at him and asks, “Yes?” Then Barrett calls out the answer, “Science Fiction!” “Correct!” the science
teacher says. Later in technology class, the technology teacher tells the class, “Now who invented it's a small world ride
at New York World's Fair?” Then Michael raises his hand real quick. The technology teacher looks at him and asks, “Yes?”
“Walt Disney!” Michael called the answer. “Correct!” The technology teacher says.
Later around lunchtime, Michael, Josh, Barrett, and Matthew are having lunch. Then Michael's friend that is a girl
Elizabeth sits down with other girls. Michael says to the other boys, “Guys, I'm going to say hello to Elizabeth and I'll be
right back.” “Okay!” they say. So Michael walks over and says to Elizabeth, “Hi Elizabeth!” Then Elizabeth turns around
and says, “Hey Michael!” “Elizabeth, are you excited for the interest meeting for the Disneyland Parks?” Michael asks.
“Sure thing!” Elizabeth says. “Great!” Michael says.
Three hours later, at the interest meeting, Michael, Josh, Barrett, Matthew, and Elizabeth arever watching the
principal make a speech. She says, “Ladies and gentleman, welcome to the interest meeting to Disneyland Parks!”
Everyone cheers, especially Michael. Then the principal started saying, “The student who is going to Disneyland is
Michael, Barrett, Matthew, aaannnddd Elizabeth.” Then Michael's friends start cheering and walk up on stage except
Josh. But Josh said. “Wait!” “What?” Michael asks. Then Josh starts asking. “What about me?” Then Michael starts
saying. “Well Josh, you're my good friend, but he did not choose you. But don't worry he'll pick you next time!” “Ok!”
Josh says. So Michael and his friends go on stage and shake his hand. She says, “Congratulations!”
Then all the sudden, there was a spaceship flying over the school. Then everyone panicked. Then the Principal
shouts out loud, “Quiet! Everyone get to the walls! And you four, get your suit on and go to war.” “Wait! What should I
do?” Josh asked. “Uh, you should tell the students to stay cover,” the Principal told him. “Alright!” Josh said. So Michael,
Barrett, Matthew, and Elizabeth wear their suits, go outside bring their tank and their jet, and they go to war. The World
War III Solders fight against the Star War: The Clone War Solders. Then all the sudden their was a UFO spaceship. Michael
said. “Back inside!” Back inside the school, Josh looked outside and cried, “The Spaceship is going to destroy our school!”
Then the principal started saying, “I think you're overreacting!” Then Michael and his friends come back. He says, “We
got to get out of here!” So they all get out of the school. Then all the sudden the UFO spaceship shoots the laser. Before
it lands on the school, Michael tells Josh, “Run!” “I can't, I'm tired of running, its getting too close to me.” Then the laser
lands on an electric force field on the school and Josh, Michael, and his friends turned around and look at him. Josh is
stuck.
Later on the news, the host reports, “Last time at Deep Run High School, there was a Star War: The Clone War
fighting against World War III. Until one day, Michael's friend or neighbor Josh was trapped by the electric force field.” At
the hospital, Michael, Barrett, Matthew and Elizabeth are watching the news. Then the nurse comes in. She says, “Mr. de
Groot, Your friend wants to talk to you if he's awake.” “Ok,” Michael says. So they get up and go to Josh's nursing room.
Then Michael says, “Look, he's waking up.” Then Josh wakes up and asks, “Oh, Where am I?” “You are in a hospital, Josh,”
Michael said. “Michael, do you know where the UFO spaceship came from?” Josh asks. “I don't know. Where?” Michael
asks. Then Josh starts saying, “It came from Tomorrowland.” “How do you know?” Michael asks. “The nurse looked it up
for me. She told me that she wants you to find a time ride, go to Tomorrowland, stop the cops, and save the world. And
I'll come back soon.” Josh explains. “Josh, don't go!” Michael cries. Then, the nurse came over. She says, “He's just falling

asleep.” Then, Michael and his friends explain to the nurse, “Don't worry. Barrett, Matthew, Elizabeth and I will go find a
time ride, go to Tomorrowland, stop the cops, and save the world.” “All right!” the nurse said. “Let's go tell the students!”
Michael says.
Michael and his friends go back to school. When they arrive at school, the principal walks up to them. She asks,
“What happened?” Then Michael explains, “You Know, Josh got electrocuted by a giant electronic force field. But, we are
going to find a time ride to Tomorrowland, stop the cops, and save the world.” “Absolutely not! It's too dangerous.” The
principal says, “We can do it! We have to make him proud!” Michael explains. “Well, okay!” the principal says. “Yes!”
they cheer. Then Barrett asks Michael, “So when are we leaving?”
Very early in the morning, at 3:00 AM, Michael gets up, eats breakfast, brushes his teeth, and gets dressed. Then
Michael asks his parents, “Can you take me to New York World's Fair?” The mom says, “But it's way too early!” “I know
but we need to go now. Please?” Michael asks. The dad says,“Well okay.”
So Michael and his parents drive to Barrett's house. When Michael gets inside, he knocks on the door. He tells
Barrett, “Come on Barrett! Lets go!” Then Barrett, looking so tired, opens the door. He asks, “Do we need to go?” “Yes,
we need to leave now!” Michael says. Barrett closes the door. Barrett reopens the door and, much to Michael's
surprise, Barrett is all dressed up! Barrett says, “So that's why we're going!” When they get downstairs, Barrett tells his
parents, “Were going to the New York World's Fair and then on to Tomorrowland to save the world at night.” “Go ahead,
Barrett!” his mom says.
So Michael's parents drive Michael and Barrett down to Matthew's house. When they get inside, Michael opens
the door and he grabs his shoulders to scare him. “Aahh! What are you guys doing here?” Matthew asks. Then Michael
explains, “We are trying to tell you that we need to get going!” “But I...” Matthew starts to say. Before Matthew could
finish, Barrett lifts Matthew's arm up. He says, “Fine!” So Matthew gets ready. After they go downstairs, Matthew says,
“We are going to the New York World's Fair and then on to Tomorrowland to save the world at night. All right?” Matthew
says. “That's fine with me!” his dad says.
Michael's parents drive Michael, Barrett, and Matthew down to Elizabeth's house. When they get inside, Michael
opens the door. Then Elizabeth wakes up. She asks, “Mmmike, is that you?” Michael explains, “We are going to the New
York World's Fair , then on to Tomorrowland to save the world. Aren't you coming?” “Oh, I'm coming with you!” Elizabeth
says. She gets ready. Then,Michael, Barrett, Matthew, and Elizabeth go downstairs. Elizabeth's parents follow them
downstairs and catch them. Elizabeth's dad says, “Elizabeth, what are you doing up? It's too early!” “Well, we are going
to the New York World's Fair, then on to Tomorrowland to save the world at night.” Elizabeth's mom tells her. “Get back
in bed!” “Just please?” Elizabeth explains. “Fine with me,” her Dad says. So they all go to the New York World's Fair at
night.
Frank Himself

Casey Herself

Casey : “Is it the end of the story yet?” Frank: “No! But we are going back to see what's going to happen to us.” Casey:
“Oh, okay!”
Story
Back at Tomorrowland, Frank and Casey are arrested in handcuffs by the cops. One cop says, “Welcome to the
cop station!” “What's that?” asks Casey. The other cop explains,“You know, where all the customers will be arrested.
Next they will be in jail for a while. Until then, they will be lost on the beach.” “Not again!” Frank says. “Yes again!” says
the other cop. Then, Frank starts holding out the i-phone. He starts saying, “I think no because Athena came back to life.
She went in the rocket ship and she's getting some help.” The other cop takes out his i-phone, too. He starts saying, “Oh,

I already found those children that are fighting against each other. They are heading our direction on their way to the
New York World's Fair. But I already hired someone for those children. He's a super duper bad robot stranger. Oh,
Maximus!!!” Then Maximus comes over. He says, “Yes sir!” “Would you mind following those children?” asks the other
cop. “Yes sir!” Maximus says.
Frank Himself

Casey Herself

Frank : “Why did you stop?” Casey: “Because I want to know what happens to Michael, Barrett, Matthew, and Elizabeth
when they get to the New York World's Fair.” Frank: “Oh, right!”
Story
When they get to the New York World’s Fair, it has been abandoned. Michael asks, “What happened to this
place?” Then Barrett asks, “And where’s the time ride?” Matthew says, “I don’t know?” “Lets ride our bikes,” Michael
says. So they ride their bikes. But then they stop. Elizabeth says, “I think I found something on a time ride.” “But the time
ride is gone,” Matthew says. “No! I found a spaceship!” Elizabeth says, pointing. So they look at the spaceship. Then
Barrett finds a dirty, old ball shaped like a football. He says, “Guys, I found some kind of garbage.” Then Michael comes
over and says, “But we can't litter. We have to take it back to the garbage can. So let's go!”
Next, Michael, Barrett, Matthew and Elizabeth find a trash bin. However, there was a problem with the dirty
ball. Barrett asks, “Whoa, what was that?” “I don't Know?” Matthew says. “Let me see!” Michael replies. Michael takes
the dirty ball out of his backpack. The dirty ball opens. But it wasn't just an old ball. It was a code. Elizabeth, looking at
the code, says, “It's not a worthless, dirty, old ball!” “What is it?” Michael asks. “It's sort of like an alien satellite.”
Elizabeth explains. Then Barrett leans in for a closer look and says, “Or it could be a bomb.” Matthew leans in closer and
says, “I don't think it's a bomb.” The code starts beeping. Barrett panics, “I told you! It's a bomb!” “It is a bomb!”
Matthew shouts. “I don't think its a bomb.” Michael tells them. Michael accidentally presses a button and it stops
beeping. Elizabeth asks, “What did you do?” “I pushed the button,” Michael cries. “Is it going to explode?” Barrett asks.
“Everyone, run for cover before it explodes!” Matthew yells in a panic. Suddenly, the code turns around. It is Athena!
“Wwwwhere am I? Who are you?” Athena asks, her voice glitching. Then, Michael and his friends are surprised. Michael
cries, “Uh Hello, my name is Michael and these are my friends, Barrett, Matthew, and Elizabeth.” “My name is Athena,”
says Athena. “Where did you come from?” Barrett asks. Then Athena explains, “You see, I came from Tomorrowland but
they're destroying our world. So I got on a spaceship and I came here to get some help.” Matthew explains, too, “Well
you know, those star war soldiers attacked us and the cops are going to destroy our world. So we're going to
Tomorrowland, too.” “Can I help?” Athena asks. “Sure! So where should we go first? Michael asks. Athena explains,
“First, we are going to the New Jersey Mall to invent a photo booth time machine to go back in time to 1964 to get a
pin.” “All right!” Barrett says. After they get on their bikes and leave, Maximus drives to the spaceship on a motorcycle.
He sees the spaceship. Next, he sees them ride their bikes. So he follows them.
On their way to the New Jersey Mall, the dad asks Michael, “Where's the time ride?” Michael explains, “Well,
you know, it's gone. But we found the Athena code.” “What does it do?” the mom asks. Next, the Athena code turns
around. Athena, appearing on the screen says, “Hhhello?” Michael's parents are surprised. They ask, “Where did you
come from?” Then Athena explains, “You know that the cops are going to destroy Tomorrowland and their world. So I
boarded the spaceship and got some help. In addition, we are on our way to the New Jersey Mall to invent a photo
booth time machine. We will use it to go back in time to 1964 to get a pin. Can you take us there?” “Okay!” the dad says.
When they get to the New Jersey Mall, Barrett asks, “Do think this is a good idea? Because the reason why is that
we'll get arrested by a robot cop.” “That's a mall cop (Kevin James)!” Matthew points to the sleeping mall cop. “Where's
a photo booth?” Michael asks. Athena whispers, “It's right next to

the mall cop. Try not to wake him up. Let's go to work.” They go to work and invent a time machine. Finally it is finished.
Barrett gathers the coins but one is missing. The missing coin is on top of his head! Michael tries to grab the coin very
gently but the coin rolls onto his stomach. Michael grabs the coin very gently. Then the mall cop wakes up and says,
sleepily, “Who goes there?” Then he falls back to sleep again. Matthew whispers, “Ready?” Michael whispers, “Ready!”
Elizabeth tells them, “Matthew and I will stay in the present and make sure he's asleep.” “Good Idea!” Michael agrees.
Next, Athena, Michael, and Barrett get into the photo booth time machine. Athena tells them, “Say cheese!” Michael
puts a coin in the coin slot on the time machine. He says, “Cheese!” Soon afterwards, Michael, Barrett, and Athena start
time traveling! After they leave, the mall cop wakes up and kicks Matthew and Elizabeth.
When they go time traveling, first they go into the future and travel to an abandoned Disneyland parks in
California. Barrett asks, “Where are we?” Athena checks the time clock on the Athena code. She replies, “I think we
traveled to the future and it's now 2066 AD!” An old man comes over in a rowboat. He says, “Michael, is that you?”
Michael replies, “Yes! What are you doing?” “I'm trying to get away from the hurricane!” the old man says, panicking. So
they get back in the photo booth time machine and go time traveling again.
They travel in space far into the future. Barrett asks, “Where are we?” Athena checks the time clock again. She
replies, “I think we are traveling way far into the future and now it's 5005 AD!” Then a space monkey with three eyes
turns around in his chair. He asks, “Who dares to come to space?” Michael, Barrett, and Athena shrug. Then Michael
asks, “What's your name?” The space monkey tells them, “Name's Paul!” “Paul?” Barrett asks, confused. “What are you
doing in outer space?” Michael asks. Paul explains, “You see, I'm trying to say 'eeh eeh ooh auh auh” to the sun so that
way it won't grow into a red ball. Now, if will you excuse me, I have to go to the bathroom. Please keep watch.” So Paul
goes to the bathroom. While he's gone, Michael is watching the sun, Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars. Then Barrett asks,
“What are you doing?” “I'm watching the inner planets,” Michael said. All of a sudden, the sun grows into a red ball.
Athena panics, “I think it's going to destroy Mercury, Venus, Earth, and even Mars. I think we should get out of...” Paul
comes out of the bathroom. He says, “Ah, much better.” When Paul gets back in his chair, he gasps. He asks, “What
happened to Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars? You're supposed to go 'eeh eeh ooh auh auh!'” So they shrug again. Paul
gets angry. He says, “Now if will you excuse me, I lost my job and you three now shall lose your lives!” Paul has a banana
in his pocket. He removes the banana from his pocket and starts to peel it. As he peels it, a green, electric, light sword
emerges. Michael, Barrett, and Athena try to escape from Paul. Suddenly, Paul jumps and presses the light sword down
onto them. Michael and his friends jump into the photo booth time machine and go time traveling for a third time.
Michael, and his friends, travel into the past back to the time of dinosaurs and extinct animals. Barrett asks,
“Where are we?” Athena checks the time clock again. She says, “I think we traveled way far back to the past and now it's
1,000,000,000 BC!” Barrett spots a little cave boy wearing animal skins. Barrett says, “Aw, he's so adorable!” Suddenly,
the saber tooth tiger sees them. Michael panics. He shouts, “Run for your lives!” So Michael, Barrett, Athena, and the
cave boy run away from the saber tooth tiger. Suddenly, the T-Rex smashes the trees and sees them. Michael panics.
“Run!” he shouts. Michael, Barrett, Athena, the cave boy, and the saber tooth tiger all run away from the T-Rex.
Suddenly, the volcano erupts and out comes lava. Athena panics. “Quick, back to the photo booth time machine!” she
shouts. Michael, Barrett, and Athena run back to the photo booth time machine and go time traveling for the last time.
Michael, Barrett and Athena finally they arrive at the 1964 New York World's Fair. Athena, from the past, gives
Young Frank (Thomas Robertson) the 1964 pin. Michael, Barrett, and the real Athena walk up to Athena from the past,
and Young Frank. Young Frank asks, “Who are you?” “I'm Michael de Groot, this is my friend Barrett Stuckey, and we're
from the future.” Michael explains. Athena, from the past, asks, “Is that me?” The real Athena explains, “Yes, I'm from
the future!” “So you came back in time to help us?” Young Frank asks. “Yes, can you hand us the another pin?” Barrett
asks. “Sure!” Athena from the past says. Athena, from the past, hands Barrett another pin and they go back to the
present.

But Matthew and Elizabeth are gone. Athena, Michael, and Barrett look everywhere for them. Michael asks,
“Guys?” “Hello?” says Barrett. They all keep looking. Then, suddenly, the mall cop kicks them in their faces and that
knocks them out. When Michael wakes up, he sees Barrett, Matthew and Elizabeth in handcuffs. Athena is in a puppy
cage. Michael looks down. He's in hand cuffs, too. The mall cop walks over to them. He asks, “What are you guys doing
in the mall in the middle of the night?” “Are you the good cop?” Michael asks. “Yes, now explain why you came here!”
the mall cop says. Michael began to explain, “You see, the star war spaceship came to attack us.” “So the star war
spaceship attacked you and your friends, right?” the mall cop says. “Yes, so we found the Athena code and she helped us
build a photo booth time machine. Next, we went back in time, and, finally, we got a pin.” Michael explains. “That was
not too bad!” the mall cop says. “Can you set us free?” Michael asks. “Absolutely!” the mall cop agrees. So the mall cop
unlocks their handcuffs and the cage. Elizabeth takes Athena out of the cage. Lastly, they leave the New Jersey Mall.
On the way, the mom asks, “Where have you been?” Michael replies, “You see, we went to the New Jersey Mall
and invented a photo booth time machine. Then, we went back in time to get the pin. But then the mall cop arrested
us!” “What? The mall cop arrested you?” the dad asks. Barrett starts explaining, too, “But, then we're free to go!”
“Thank goodness!” the dad says. Matthew asks, “Where are you taking us?” The mom answers, “We're taking you guys
back home.” Athena, appearing on the screen, turns herself around. She says, “No way! We're going to Disneyland
Parks to go on 'It's a small world ride' to Tomorrowland. Can you take us there?” “OK, but first let's pack your suitcases
and I'll take you guys to the Richmond airport,” the mom says. “Alright!” they say. So the mom and dad take them back
to Richmond, Virginia.
When Michael gets home, he packs up his suitcase. He goes downstairs and asks, “Would you mind taking me
there?” “Absolutely!” the dad says. They get in a car and drive to Barrett's house first. Barrett packs up his suitcase and
gets in the car. Next, Michael and his friends drive to Matthew's house. Matthew packs up his suit case and gets in the
car. Last, they drive to Elizabeth's house. She packs up her suitcase and gets in the car. On the way, Michael says, “Oh, I
forgot there's one last thing we need to do!”
When they got back to Deep Run High School, the sun was rising. In the school theater, Michael and his friends
got on stage. Michael announces, “Ladies and Gentleman, I'm Michael de Groot. I know the star war spaceship attacked
us and it electrocuted Josh. Josh told me that I should pick up my friends, Barrett, Matthew, and Elizabeth to go to the
New York World's Fair. We tried to go on a time ride to Tomorrowland. But it was already gone. So we found this Athena
code. She helped us go to the New Jersey Mall, invent a photo booth time machine, and go back in time to get the pin.
Now we're going to Disneyland Parks in California to go on a time ride to Tomorrowland to save the world. So who's with
me?” Everyone raises their hand. Michael says, “Come on team! Let's go to the Richmond airport!” Everyone cheers.
Then, they follow Michael.
Meanwhile, Maximus gets to the New Jersey Mall. He sees the penny and picks it up. Then the mall cop comes
over to him. He asks, “What are you doing at the New Jersey Mall this morning? He grabs his tie. He asks, “Where are
those kids?” “I don't know,” the mall cop cries. Maximus grabs his tie really tightly. He asks again, “I said, Where are
those kids NOW?” The mall cop cries, “Uuhh, I think they went time traveling and got the pin. Later I arrested them and
set them free. I heard they're heading to Disneyland Parks in California. And you are...” Maximus kicks the mall cop's
private area. He leaves the New Jersey Mall to look for Michael, Barrett, Matthew, and Elizabeth.
At the Richmond airport, Michael says,“Come on guys, there's the plane.” “You mean it will take us to California?
Right?” Elizabeth asks. Everyone gasps. Then the principal says, “Alright, all my High school students come with me.”
The high school students leave and Michael's parents start to leave. Mom asks, “Are you sure you don't want us to come
with you?” Michael answers, “Look, Tomorrowland is too dangerous for you. So I will do this.” “Well, OK! Come on,
Peter!” Mom says. Michael's parents go back home. The co-pilot announces over the loudspeaker, “The Richmond flight

to California will take off in five minutes!” “Five minutes!” Michael and his friends exclaim. They are panicking. They
quickly rush to the plane and they take off for California.
While they're flying, Matthew says,“Nothing is going to stop us now!” However, all of a sudden, a rocket pack
appears. It is Maximus! He unbuckles the rocket pack and he lands on the plane. Michael and his friends gasp. Maximus
says, “Finally, I've got you where I want you!” Michael says, “Is there something I can help you with, Stranger?” “Name's
Maximus! Let the games begin!”, Maximus says with a sneer. Maximus walks up to the friends. Michael asks, “What are
you going to do with us?” “The cops were very specific when they told me what to do,” Maximus explains, threateningly.
“The cops?” Barrett asks. “I'm here to look for the pin and the Athena code!” Maximus further explains. “You mean,
you're looking for these?” Matthew says as he holds out the pin and code in his hands. “You'd better hand them over
right now or else I”ll step on you!” Maximus says. “Step on us?” Elizabeth asks. “Yeah, that's my job, you kids!” Maximus
repeats again. The friends look at each other. Maximus says, “Uh, perhaps I said too much! Well, any way, now where
were we?” Then Barrett panics and yells, “Michael! Run!” Michael, feeling brave, says, “No, I'm tired of running! If we
run now, we'll never...” Suddenly, Maximus kicks Michael to the end of the plane. Michael panics and shouts, “Run, guys!
Run!” The friends quickly escape from Maximus. They climb out of the plane and, using an escape ladder, climb on top
of the plane. Maximus goes after them. He says,“C'mon kid! Give me the pin and the Athena code!” Michael responds,
“I can't give you the pin or the Athena code because Athena exploded but Athena on the screen here is here to...”
Suddenly, Maximus grabs Michael's shirt. Michael quickly grabs a container of hot sauce. He says, “I've got hot sauce.
Take a look here.” Maximus takes off his sunglasses and he looks at the hot sauce. Michael blows hot sauce bubbles in
Maximus's eyes but Maximus does not let go of Michael. Maximus cries, “My eyes are burning!” Maximus turns
Michael around and pushes him. Just before Michael falls off the plane, his friends grab him and save his life! Michael
says, “Thanks!” But then, Maximus, with melting robot eyes, holds up one of his sharp boots. Michael, afraid, says,
“Well, thanks a lot!” Maximus replies, “That's it! I've had enough with you! See ya later, fools!” Suddenly, the plane tilts
to the right. Maximus starts falling from the plane. Matthew says, “Bye Bye!”

Frank -Himself
Casey : “Why did you stop here?”
happens to us” Casey : “Oh, okay!”

Casey -Herself

Frank: “Because we’re going to see the part where we're going to see what

Story
Back at Tomorrowland, Frank and Casey are still in jail. Suddenly, a cop opens the door. He says, “Time's up! Are
you ready to go to the beach?” “Oh no, we aren't!” Casey says. “Well then, I guess you're gonna have to come with us!”
the cop says. Then, he snaps his fingers to let three more cops come inside. The cop tells them, “Take them to the
beach!” “Yes, sir!” they say. The three cops unlock the cage and take Casey and Frank to the beach. While they're taking
them there, the cop says,“Who's going to stop us now? Who?”
Frank-Himself

Casey-Herself

Frank:”Well, thats the end.” Casey: “But, the story is not over yet!” Frank: “How do you know?” Casey : “Because we
want to know what's going to happen to Michael, Barrett, Matthew, and Elizabeth when they get to Disneyland.” Frank:
“Fine!”
Story
Twelve hours later, when they arrive at the Los Angeles airport, Michael and his friends depart the plane. When
they get inside, first, they go to the passport station. Michael says, “Passport for me and my friends, please.”
“Absolutely!” says the passport employee. So the passport employee scans the passport and they're ready to go. Next,
they get their suitcases. Last, Michael calls out, “Taxi!” A taxi pulls up and they get in. The taxi driver asks, “Where do
you want to go?” “We're going to Disneyland Hotel!” Barrett says. “Uh, all right!” the taxi driver agrees. The taxi driver
drives them to the Disneyland Hotel.
When they arrive at the Disneyland Hotel, the Hotel Manager says, “Hello, welcome to the Disneyland Hotel.
May I help you?” Michael starts to explain, “Hi, I'm Michael and these are my friends Barrett, Matthew, and Elizabeth.
We're here for the Disneyland Park. We're going on a time ride to Tomorrowland to stop the cops and save the world.”
“Tomorrowland?” The Hotel Manager asks. “Yes! That's why we brought this to help us!” Matthew says as he holds up
the Athena code. “Wow!” the Hotel Manager gasps. Athena turns around. She says, “Hello, I'm Athena and I'm going to
help them get to Tomorrowland. We need you to show us which room we are going in. Then we'll leave.” “Okay, I'll put
you in Room 9 and have a nice stay!” the hotel manager told them. The friends take the elevator and walk to their
room.
When they get to their rooms, Michael, Barrett, Matthew, and Elizabeth unpack their suitcases. Matthew says,
“Boy I'm hungry!” “Well, I know the perfect place for dinner!” Barrett says. Athena turns around again. She explains,
“What about going to Disneyland Parks on a time ride to Tomorrowland and to save the world.” “Don't worry! We'll try

to go tomorrow because it's getting dark now.” Michael says. “Okay!” Athena agrees. The friends change into their nice
casual clothes and leave the hotel.
After they leave the elevator, they go to the Disneyland hotel restaurant. After they sit down, the waitress gives
Michael and his friends their meals. After she's left, Matthew says, “Can you believe it, guys! Tomorrow we're going to
Disneyland Parks!” However, Michael looks sad. Barrett asks, “What's wrong, buddy?” Michael begins to explain, “What
about Josh? He got hurt and can't go.” Elizabeth puts her hand on his shoulder. She says, “Look, I understand he can't go.
But look at what we have here! Don't worry about Josh now. He'll get better soon. Besides we're all still here!” Michael
starts to smile. “You are right!” he says.
Later that night, after they've eaten dinner, they get on the elevator and go back to their room. They start to get
ready for bed. After they get into bed, Athena says, “Good night, guys! Tomorrow, we're going to save the world! All
right?” “Good night!” they say. Athena turns back around. Michael and his friends fall fast asleep.
The next morning, Michael and his friends are still asleep. Elizabeth opens the door and she is carrying a tray of
breakfast. She says, “Good morning guys! Rise and shine! I brought you over some breakfast.” “Wwwhat?” they ask.
They all eat breakfast together. Then Athena turns around again. She says, “Good morning, guys! Are you ready to go?”
They turn around and look at her. Matthew asks, “What?” “I said. Are you ready to go?” she asks again. Barrett begins,
“I think we're all done with breakfast.” Athena jumps in and says, “Come on guys! Let's go save the world!”
They all leave the room, go down the elevator and waiting for a while. Then, they go outside. Athena says,
“Feast your eyes, guys!” “What is that?” Barrett asks. Athena explains to them, “The VW - 53 Super car! Let me give you
the details of my car! Super fast legged forced tires, check! Trunk of suitcases, check! Tomorrowland Pin, check!
Disneyland tickets, check! Fuel tank full of water, check!” “Wow!” Matthew says, “Yeah, wow!” Athena says. They all
climb into the car. Athena says, “Here, you drive!” Elizabeth replies, “How do you know we don't need a driver's
license?” “You don't need a license to drive a van!” Athena says. So Elizabeth presses the “Go” button to start the car.
While Elizabeth is driving, they say, “Tomorrowland, here we come!”
When they arrive at Disneyland Parks, they get out of the car, grab the pin and the tickets, and walk into the
entrance. The ticket woman says, “Hello! Welcome to Disneyland Parks! Do you have any tickets?” Handing her four
tickets, Matthew says, “I have them right here!” “Thanks and have fun!” the ticket woman says. They pass through the
turnstile, all tangled up, and then they fall down. After they enter Disneyland Parks, Barrett asks, “Where's the time
ride?” “Why don't we use a map?” Elizabeth says. They get the map and they look at it. Michael says, “Well, that's a
long walk!” “No, it isn't! Not if we take a train. Look!” Athena says as she points it out. They decide to hop on the train.
After they get off the train, Athena says, “There it is, guys! It's A Small World ride!” “Wow!” they say. They walk to the
It's A Small World ride.
When they get to the entrance, there is a long line. Michael asks, “Do we have to wait for a long time?” “No, we
can take a shortcut!” Athena says. They climb over the fence and get on the boat. They ride into the It's A Small World
attraction. Then, a laser appears. The laser aims at the pin. The boat stops moving. It pulls the boat down to a secret
room. “Hello?” Barrett asks. Then, a voice is heard. She says, “Welcome to your station! Please get off the boat!” The
group of friends get off the boat. Next, she says, “Please walk to the subway!” They walk to the subway and then the
voice says, “Please remain standing and hold on tight!” Suddenly, the windows are blocked. The subway begins to rise. It
rises faster and faster until it stops.
When the friends wake up, the door is open. They walk out of the subway and Michael asks, “What is this
place?” “Tomorrowland!” Athena replies. Suddenly, there is a security guard coming towards them. He asks, “Hey!
What are you guys doing up here?” They back off and crash into a danger sign and start falling. After they fall beneath
the clouds, they see Tomorrowland. They look down and scream. Then, they slide right through a water slide and splash

into a pool. When they get out of the pool, Barrett says, “Well that was a good swim!” Matthew asks, “What's that?”
Athena says,“That's the Museum of Science and Art!” “What?” they ask. Then Athena explains, “You see, that museum
has science to learn about chemistry, inventions, and space. In addition, they also have art in which they have a whole
gallery of pictures and statues!” Michael shouts loudly, “Ooh ooh, I've studied science and art before at our school!”
“Thats right! I hope Casey and Frank are in that building,” Athena says. “Who are Casey and Frank?” Elizabeth asks.
Athena explains again.,“You see, the cops are going to destroy Tomorrowland and your world! We must go find them in
order to stop the cops and save the world! So that's why I brought you guys here.” “So, lets go find Casey and Frank!”
Athena says. They all go in the museum.
Inside the museum, Barrett asks, “What is this room?” Athena answers, “This is the science room where they do
the chemistry, inventions and space.” “Ooh, what's this?” Michael asks as he points out a military tank. Athena says,“Oh
that's the Ice Cream Tank! Barrett, do you want to press the button?” “Sure thing!” Barrett agrees. Barrett presses the
button. A voice says, “Now launch sequence!” Suddenly, the Ice Cream Tank shoots out vanilla ice cream. Barrett says,
“Wow! That didn't hurt us.” “Yeah, it sure tastes like ice cream!” Michael says. “Thanks, Athena!” Michael and Barrett
say. They eat the ice cream.
Elizabeth asks, “What's that?” Athena points out an another exhibit, “And that's a Wii U Pixel video game! Do
you want to play?” “Absolutely!” they say. The friends sit down on a seat with a remote control and they each pull down
a helmet connected to a hose and place it on their heads. The helmet is actually a brain drain. Michael says, “What does
this thing do?” Michael presses the start button and he disappears. “Where did he go?” Barrett asks. Athena answers,
“Oh, your friend Michael is in the game. Watch this!” Michael appears on the pixel screen of the game. Michael panics
and shouts, “Can somebody help me?!” Barrett says, “Hold on buddy, I'm coming!” Barrett pushes the button, too.
Now Barrett appears on the pixel screen, too. Michael, panicking, says to Barrett, “Barrett, get down!” Barrett turns
around and sees the Evil Emperor Zurg. Afraid, he shouts, “Oh my gosh!” Matthew says,“They need my help! So I have
to go help them!” Now it's time for Matthew to push the button. Suddenly, the cops arrive. Elizabeth, worried, says,
“Uh oh, the cops found us!” “Quick, give me the brain drain and push the button!” Athena tells her. Elizabeth gives
Athena the brain drain and she pushes the button.
Matthew enters the Pixels video game. He shouts, “What's going on here?” Matthew turns around. Zurg says,
“Welcome to Mission Start!” “Oh no!” Matthew cries. Michael hides behind Barrett. He says, “You'd better hold yourself,
buddy!” Michael cries. Then, the cops entered the game, too. Zurg says, with an evil laugh, “Look what we have here!
You can't stop us now! Never! Gua ha ha!” The boys try to escape from the cops and Zurg. Elizabeth and Athena now
join the others inside the game. Elizabeth cries, “Whoa, looks like my friends are in trouble! What should I do?” “Use the
plates and enjoy the game!” Athena tells her. Elizabeth and Athena grab the plate. Zurg and the cops come up and grab
Michael, Barrett, and Matthew. Zurg laughs evilly, “Welcome to Mission Start! Your friends are trapped and you may
never see them again! Gua ha ha!” The cops fire a laser gun. Elizabeth uses the plate to aim two lasers at each of the
cops. Zurg shoots fire balls. Elizabeth uses the plate to aim a fire ball at Zurg. He backs to the edge of the video game.
Elizabeth tosses the plate and Zurg falls over the edge! After the “Game Over” sign appears, the friends go back outside
of the game. Barrett says,“That was awesome! Let's do that again!” “There's no time! Let's go find Casey and Frank!”
Athena tells him.
When they arrive at the next room, Barrett asks, “What is this room?” Athena answers, “This is an art room
where they paint pictures and build sculptures.” They all look around. Matthew backs off and presses a button.
Frightened, he says, “Aahh, the cop found us again!” “That's not a cop! That's a statue of Walt Disney and his invention,”
Athena corrects him. A voice says, “This exhibit is about Walt Disney and his world's sci-fi attraction called 'It's A Small
World' ride at the New York World's Fair in 1964. In 1965, Walt decided to take the ride away and relocate it to
Disneyland, California. Please move to the next exhibit.” But, the cops found them again. A frightened Matthew says,
excitedly, “Now the cops found us again! What should we do?” Athena says,“Grab the fork and the Mona Lisa!” Matthew

pulls the pitchfork from the “American Gothic” painting and Mona Lisa from the two paintings. Mona Lisa asks, “Where
are we? What am I doing?” “You're going to fight with this pitchfork here,” Athena tells her. Matthew hands Mona Lisa
the pitchfork. Mona Lisa swings the pitchfork around. “Uh, do you want a piece of me?” Mona Lisa says to the cops.
The cops fire their guns and Mona Lisa aims the pitchfork at the cops.
Next, Athena says, “Get in!” “Where?” Michael asks. “Over there!” Athena points to the bedroom painting,
known as “Vincent's Bedroom in Arles”, and they climb in. Barrett asks, “Are we home?” “No, we are in the bedroom
painting.” Athena answers. Outside the picture, a cop sees them. He says, “They're getting away!” “Get them!” the
other cop says. They jump in the painting, too. Elizabeth, panicking, shouts, “They're coming in! Where should we go?”
“To another picture!” Athena says. They all squeeze through the wall and move into the next picture. Then, they run
away from cops through other paintings: “Starry Night”, “A Sunday Afternoon on the Island of La Grande Jatte”, “The
Persistence of Memory”, and, finally, the photograph, “The Kiss”. As they enter this photograph, the friends are seen in
black and white. Matthew asks. “Which year did they take this picture?” “1945!” Athena replies. As the cops move
closer.,Barrett says,“I have an idea!” Barrett walks up to the sailer and asks, “Excuse me! The cops are chasing us. Would
you mind stopping them?” “Absolutely!” the sailor agrees. The sailors begin to push the cops and hold them back from
Michael and his friends. Meanwhile, Elizabeth asks, “Where’s Barrett?” Barrett raises his hand. Michael squeezes
through the crowd and says, “Barrett, come on!” Michael grabs Barrett, Matthew, Elizabeth, and Athena. They leave the
picture and are seen again in color. The cops leave the picture, too. Michael and his friends quickly turn the frame
around and it stops moving. Elizabeth says, “It worked!” “Where’s Casey and Frank?” Michael asks. Suddenly, a noise is
heard coming from the air vent. Athena says, “Over here! I think we found the way to Casey and Frank. So, lets move!”
The friends crawl through the air vent.
As they’re crawling, Matthew asks, “Aren’t they coming over here?” “Yes! I heard a noise and it sounds like Casey
and Frank are in trouble. That’s why we’re rescuing them.” Athena explains. They come to a dead end and can turn
either right or left. Barrett asks, “Oh no! It’s a dead end! Which way should we go? Athena points to the left. She says,
“This way!” They all crawl to the left. While they’re crawling, Matthew asks, “Do you know the way to Casey and Frank?”
“I always know the way to Casey and Frank,” Athena says. Finally, they come to another grate over the air vent.
Elizabeth asks, “Can’t anyone see what’s over there?” “Let me see!” Athena says. Elizabeth holds Athena up to the grate
so she can see what's going on. Athena says, “I see that there is a robot cop clone- inator with a self-destruct button and
two teleporters that will take you to the beach and Richmond, Virginia. Also, two cops have captured Casey and Frank.”
“What should we do, Athena?” Matthew asks. “Wait for the other cop to come and use your head.” Athena says.

While they’re holding Matthew, Matthew cries, “But I don’t want to use my head!” Michael, Barrett, and
Elizabeth charge to the air vent grate and bang Matthew's head on it. “Ow!” Matthew says. “Do we have another idea?”
Barrett asks. Athena replies, “Uh, I think we should unscrew the nails, wait for another cop to come again, and then use
his head.” After they unscrew the nails, they hold Matthew again. Matthew cries, “Oh, no! Not again!” Once again,
they charge Matthew into the air vent grate. They break out of the air vent and attack the cop.
After they attack the cop, the friends all put on the officer's coat to disguise themselves. They climb on top of
each others' shoulders: Matthew is on top of Elizabeth, and Michael is on top of Matthew, holding Athena. Barrett is on
the very top with his head sticking out of the coat. Hidden inside the coat, Athena says, “Okay, let's go find Casey and
Frank.” “You got it!” Barrett says. They follow the robot cop clone. However, the robot cop clone is going the wrong way
and they can’t find Casey and Frank. They walk up to another cop. Barrett asks, “Excuse me. Do you know the way to
the teleporters?” “Of course. They're across to the right,” a cop tells him. While they’re walking, Athena says, “Now,
when we get to the teleporters, we’re going to turn off both the beach and Richmond, Virginia teleporters. Then we'll
crack the self-destruct color code and save the world! ” Barrett looks down at them and tells them, “Guys, do you hear
that? When we get to the teleporters...” A robot cop clone interrupts Barrett, “Hail, sir!” “Hail, sir!” Barrett replies.
“Sorry, what did you say?” Michael asks. Barrett says, “Well, all that we need to do is...” “Hail, sir!” the robot cop clone
interrupts again. “Hail, sir!” Barrett says again. “I still don’t understand what you're saying! Is the robot cop clone gone?”
Michael asks. Barrett told answers, “Yes! What I’m trying to say is that we’re going to turn off the beach and Richmond,
Virginia teleporters. Then we'll crack the self-destruct color code and save the world!” Before they get there, the cops
take Casey and Frank to the beach teleporters. A cop says, “Welcome to the beach! I hope you will have a nice
vacation!” “Oh, no, you won’t!” Frank cries. “Well let's find out!” another cop says. However, then, Barrett says, “Wait,
I’m the robot cop clone who would like to take them to the beach!” “OK! Why don’t you take Casey and Frank while I go
to the bathroom!” The cop says, “Good idea! Now I will let you...whoa!” Barrett says as Barrett and his friends lose their
balance. The cop feels confused. “I mean what I’m trying to say is hail sirrrrr!!!” he says while falling down. The robot cop
clone turns around and looks at them. They say, “Children!” A different cop, holding a megaphone, tells the robot cop
clone, “Robot cop clone, destroy all children!” “Yes sir!” he replies. The robot cop clone uses a shocking stick and shocks
Michael, Barrett, Matthew, and Elizabeth.
When Michael wakes up, he asks, “What happened?” “The cops shocked you!” Barrett says. Michael gets up
and asks, “Where’s Athena?” Suddenly, a beam of light appears and a cop's face is projected into the middle of the
room. The cop says, “Welcome to the station room! Your friend, Athena, is locked in an another room. The door is
locked and the only way out is through the perfume department. It's all up to you. Ciao!” Michael and his friends look
at the teleporter to the perfume department. Matthew says, “Lets do it!” Elizabeth gulps loudly. They enter the
perfume department.
Matthew and Elizabeth try to run as fast as they can without getting sprayed with perfume. However, a woman
sprays them and they each grow purple warts all over their bodies! “OW!” they scream. Next, Barrett and Michael try to

run as fast as they can without getting sprayed. However, a man sprays them and they grow purple warts, too! “OW!”
they scream, too. They try running as fast as they can before the perfume department employees spray them. Then,
they jump out of the teleporter. Michael cries, “I always hate going in there!” “Take that!” Barrett says. The purple warts
on their bodies begin to diminish.
However, Athena shouts, “Michael, Barrett, Matthew, and Elizabeth, over here!” They run to Athena and she
says, “The cops locked me in box!” “What?” Michael cries, “What can we do to help?” Barrett asks. Athena says, “Press
the button!” Barrett presses the button and asks, “Now what?” Athena answers, “Now, type in 36500178.” Barrett
types it in. The cage unlocks and Barrett helps her out. Athena thanks Barrett and says, “Now let's try to crack the selfdestruct color code again in order to save the world.” Michael says sadly, “We can’t!” “Why not?” Athena asks. Michael
starts to explain, “Because the robot cop clone shocked us in jail and the cops are going to destroy our world! We’re only
children and it’s too late now!” “Too late? I’ll show you!” Athena says. They carry Athena to the door. Athena says, “Go
ahead, Michael! There’s a paint brush and a bucket if you want to paint the door.” “I’ll be glad to!” Michael agrees.
Michael paints the door and says, “That’s sort of like SpongeBob’s front door on TV.” “Actually, it does but it’s not a front
door!” Athena says. Elizabeth looks at the wheel on the front door. She asks, “I wonder what this thing does?” She
turns the wheel around and the door magically opens.
When they get inside, they look around the closet. “Wow!” they say, in unison. Then, Athena calls out, “Guys,
come look at this.” They walk over to Athena and she says to Barrett, “Turn that knob.” “Okay, then!” Barrett agrees.
Barrett then turns the knob and the clothes hanging in the closet begin to turn around. “What’s that?” Matthew asks.
Athena answers, “This is my armor bot.” “What?” Matthew asks. Athena explains, “You see, this armor bot is sort of like
iron man but it’s a robot. Place me on the armor bot's neck. Matthew complies and says, “Now what?” “Press the light
button” Athena tells him. Matthew presses the light button and an arcade drawer slides out holding the “C” pin. Athena
tells them, “Touch it.” First, Michael touches it and he grows into a superhero named Michael Recycle. Next, Barrett
touches it and he grows into a superhero named Buzz Lightyear. Then, Matthew touches it and he grows into a
superhero named Captain Underpants. Last, Elizabeth touches it and she grows into a superhero named Mover Woman.
After they've all become superheroes, Athena tells Michael, “Michael Recycle, pull the lever.” Michael pulls the lever and
an atom fountain appears with a lucky penny in it. Athena tells Michael, “Make a wish!” Michael makes a wish and
throws the penny in the water. Then, the superhero friends turn into stars and disappear.
Meanwhile, the robot cop clones are going through the teleporter to Richmond, Virginia. Using a megaphone,
the other cop calls out, “All right everyone, I am from Tomorrowland. I brought robot cop clones to attack you. Let the
battle begin!” The robot cop clones start attacking the people and they run away in a panic. On the news, the
newscaster reports. “There are robot cop clones all over Richmond, Virginia. We need a hero to save Richmond, Virginia
or else they’ll start attacking the world!” Suddenly, a star appears and bursts. The superheroes emerge from the star.
Michael says, “Everyone stop!” Everyone stops what they are doing and looks up. Two ladies look at the superheroes.
The first woman says, “Those guys must work out!” The next woman says, “I think they're in my class!” The two ladies
stop to take a picture of the superheroes. Michael explains, “No, we’re not here for you to take a picture of us. I have a
plan! Just like at school, we had World War III. However, it’s going to happen again when we fight against the robot cop
clones. While you're doing that, we’re going to turn off the beach teleporter, crack the self-destruct color code, and save
the world. So let's move!” Everyone puts on their army suits and fights against the robot cop clones.
While the people are fighting, the sound of Casey shouting for help is heard in the distance: “Can somebody help
us?” Athena tells them,“It sounds like Casey and Frank are in trouble! Let's go help them!” The friends run back and get
on the teleporter to Tomorrowland. When they get back, a robot cop says, sarcastically, “Welcome back! We captured
Casey and Frank and they’re going on a vacation to the beach. When I unplug the teleporter, you may never see them
again. Well, if you want to see them again, you have to get past us!” Athena tells Elizabeth, “Mover Woman, take them
down!” Elizabeth uses her force gloves to get a strawberry ice cream cone and a vanilla ice cream cone from a nearby ice

cream stand. She eats both cones. Next, Athena tells Matthew, “Uh, Captain Underpants. Take them down, too!”
Matthew pulls back on his slingshot made of SpongeBob underpants. However, he gets tangled up in the SpongeBob
underpants. “What is this diabolical thing?” “Maybe you guys should use a better superpower than that,” Athena tells
them. Suddenly, Elizabeth uses her special force to throw strawberry and vanilla ice cream cones at the cops. Matthew
starts to untangle himself from the sling shot and he aims the SpongeBob underpants, in his slingshot, at each cop, too.
Athena tells Barrett, “Buzz Lightyear, unplug the teleporter!” So Barrett rushes over to the plug before Casey and Frank
arrive at the beach. Athena looks at the robot cop clone where the self-destruct color code is. She calls out, “Michael and
Elizabeth! Over here!” They come to Athena and she tells them, “While they're fighting, Michael you're going to hold
the door so that way the cops can't come in. Elizabeth you're going to crack the self-destruct color code in order to save
the world. Got it?” “Got it!” They agree.
When they get to the self-destruct color code door, Michael asks, “Is that a door bell?” Athena answers, “Nope,
that's a laser to aim in a person's eye.” Suddenly, the laser aims into Elizabeth's right eye and the door opens. When they
get inside, a girl on the screen says, “Welcome to the self-destruct color code!” Elizabeth steps on the color code. The
girl on the screen says, “Haha, I hope you can be really good with the color code. Are you ready to dance?” Elizabeth
replies, “I guess when I dance, the color code will self-destuct. Gu ha ha!” Elizabeth dances on the color code. However,
the cops then catch them. Athena exclaims, “Uh oh! Michael Recycle, keep the door shut!” “No problem!” Michael
replies. Michael holds the door shut very tightly. Elizabeth dances and dances until she finally flips over and
disintegrates. Her dust spays all over the cops. “Congratulations! You cracked the self-destruct color code! It will selfdestruct in 20 seconds!” the girl on the screen says. “What?!” Elizabeth says. She starts counting backwards from 20.
While she's counting, Michael tells Elizabeth, “Come on!” Elizabeth runs out the door. However, suddenly, she
remembers something. She says, “Oh Michael! I forgot Athena and I'll be right out!”
Meanwhile, before Casey and Frank go to the beach, Casey exclaims, “No!” However, Barrett unplugs the
teleporter and Casey and Frank look at him. Barrett says, “You're not going anywhere.” “Yes!” Casey says, excitedly.
However, Frank hears Michael saying: “Elizabeth, no!” Frank tells Casey, “OK, relax!” “Why do I have to relax?” Casey
asks. Frank replies, “Because that boy is in trouble! Come on!” They all rush to Michael and he says, “Elizabeth, wait!”
Frank grabs Michael and tells him, “No! Stay!” Inside the self destruct color code, the girl on the screen starts counting
backwards from 10. When Elizabeth gets inside, she asks, “Athena, where are you?” “I'm over here! Get me out of this
thing!” Athena calls to her. Elizabeth comes over and tries to pull Athena out. While she's pulling, the girl on the screen
says, “5, 4, 3, 2, 1!” Right when she pulls Athena out, the robot cop clone and the self-destruct color code explode. The
robot cop clone explodes, too, and Matthew cheers. Back in Richmond, Virginia, the robot cop clone starts to explode
and everyone starts to cheer. Over in Tomorrowland, Michael calls, “Elizabeth! Athena!” However, there's no answer.
Michael begins to cry. All of Michael's friends come over. They all feel so sad.
Frank - Himself

Casey - Herself

Frank: “Why did you stop?” Casey : “Because the robot cop clone exploded and Elizabeth and Athena did not make it...”
Frank: “But, Casey!” Casey: “Now you're interrupting, too.” Frank: “But the story is not over yet!” Casey: “You mean,
this is not the end of the story!” Frank: “Yup!” Casey: “You mean, there's something that's going to happen to Athena
and Elizabeth.” Frank: “Of course, it will happen! Because now we don't want to have a sad ending to our story.” Casey:
“Oh, okay!”
Story
While Michael is crying, the cloud of smoke starts to disappear and Athena and Elizabeth are alive. Matthew
says, “Michael look!” “Not now,” Michael cries. Matthew says loudly, “I said, 'Look'!” So Michael looks up and sees that
Elizabeth and Athena are hugging. He says, “Elizabeth! Athena! You're alive!” Michael comes over and gives Elizabeth a

big hug. Athena asks them, “Would you mind doing me a favor by touching the pin?” “Do we have to?” Barrett asks.
“Yes, touch the pin!” she says. “Oh, all right!” Barrett says. Michael and his friends all touch the pin and then they
change back into kids again. Elizabeth takes Athena out of the armor bot. Barrett says, “That was so much fun!” “That
was awesome!” Matthew adds. Michael says, “Athena, we would love to stay, but we have to go back to Richmond,
Virginia.” “But, how can we get back now?” Matthew asks. Athena replies, “Home? I think your Mom and Dad are
waiting in Richmond, Virginia. Look!” They turn around and see Mom and Dad on the teleporter. “Mommy! Daddy!”
Michael says with excitement. He runs over and gives them a hug. Dad says to Michael, “Guess what?” “What?”
Michael asks. “Josh is all right!” Dad shows him that Josh is okay. “Josh!” Michael says with excitement again. Josh, also
excited, says, “Michael!” They run toward each other and give each other a hug. Michael's friends come over and
Barrett says, “Josh, you're alive!” “Of course, I'm alive!” Josh says. They run over and give Josh and Michael a big hug,
too.
Frank - Himself

Casey - Herself

Frank: “Well, that's really the end of our story.” Girl who is listening to the story: “Is this the happy ending of this story?”
Casey: “Yes, it is!” Frank: “But we have a little surprise for you. Come on over!” Michael: “Hello, I'm Michael, and these
are my friends: Josh, Barrett, Matthew, and Elizabeth.” Boy who is listening to the story: “So you guys are in the story,
too?” Barrett: “Absolutely!” Matthew: “May I introduce you to a girl that came back to life and helped us. Her name is
Athena!” Athena: “Hi! My name is Athena and I helped Michael and his friends go to Tomorrowland.” The girl: “How do
you get to Tomorrowland?” Frank: “Now that you know what she's talking about, you can go anywhere and tell anyone
to take a trip to Disneyland California. You can go on the “It's a Small World” ride to Tomorrowland and save the world.”
Epilogue
The audience walks to the teleporter that takes you to any continent in the world. They tell people that the “It's
a Small World” ride to Tomorrowland is real. In Tomorrowland, they collect the 1964 pins. At Disneyland Parks, they sell
the 1964 pins, go on the“It's a Small World” ride, and a subway to Tomorrowland. Then, they explore the whole new
world to see what it looks like.

